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Chapter 6

CONSTRAINT ON CENTRAL DARK MATTER

DENSITY IN THE EDDINGTON INSPIRED

BORN-INFELD (EiBI) GRAVITY.

6.1 Introduction

The proportional relation between the stress-energy tensor and the geometry in

general relativity is an e¤ect of the coupling between matter and gravity. This matter-

gravity coupling is linear, in general, though there is no obvious reason behind it.

Modi�ed theories of gravity that usually e¤ect the vacuum dynamics are the evidence

for the linearity of the matter-gravity coupling [1; 2]. Based on Eddington gravity

action [3] and Born-Infeld nonlinear electrodynamics [4], Eddington-inspired Born-

Infeld (EiBI) theory has been proposed [5] recently to provide matter-gravity coupling

modi�cations. This theory agrees with the stable compact pressureless stars coined
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by perfect �uid, which opens a new horizon of self-gravitating dark matter.

The impact of positive coupling parameters on the collapse of dust and on sin-

gularities, optimal constraint on the coupling parameters are elaborated in [6]. The

evolution of a homogeneous and isotropic Friedmann-Robertson-Walker universe in

the context of the EiBI theory of gravity has been discussed in [7]. Its non-trivial

coupling to matter restrain singularities in early cosmology and in the non-relativistic

collapse of non-interacting particles. Any positive coupling corresponds to a collapse

to pressureless star rather than a singularity. Chandrasekhar limit for the mass of

non-relativistic white dwarf does not exist in this theory [8]. The initial state of an

anisotropic universe, in this theory, may be regular if the quadratic power for large

�eld value dominates the scalar potential [9]. EiBI theory may be used to avoid cos-

mological singularities [10]. This theory recalls the Palatini gravity formulation in

aspect of curvature singularities at the surface of polytropic stars [11].

To get a more complete view of the EiBI theory and the Weyl gravity, it is neces-

sary to mention that several important predictions follow from the two theories. For

instance, recent investigation by Du et al. [12] on large scale structure formation in

the EiBI gravity shows a deviation in the matter power spectrum between the EiBI

gravity and the CDM model, which is a testable prediction. Stability and localiza-

tion of gravitational �uctuations in the EiBI brane system have been studied in Refs.

[13; 14]. Further, as shown by Wei et al. [15], strong gravitational lensing observables

in EiBI are controlled by the coupling parameter �, which is a new prediction that
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lends itself to future testing. Similarly, in Weyl gravity, the �rst order light de�ection

angle �W by a galaxy, �rst obtained by Edery and Paranjape [16], contains the galactic

halo parameter  appearing in the Mannheim-O�Brien (MO) model. Bhattacharya et

al. [17; 18] calculated higher order de�ection terms. Strong �eld lensing in the Weyl

gravity has been studied recently in [19]; and the predictions can be veri�ed by actual

observations in future. A remarkable feature of Weyl gravity is that its solution, the

MO model, already contains the successes of the well tested Schwarzschild gravity as

a special case. All the above exemplify the current status of the capabilities of the

two theories in question.

The possibility of perfect �uid dark matter within the framework of general rel-

ativity has already been explored in the literature [20; 21]. A similar possibility has

been recently investigated within the framework of the EiBI theory by Harko et al.

[22; 23] and this is the model we are going to analyze further in this paper. Using a

tangential velocity pro�le [24; 25] giving Universal Rotation Curves (URC) and setting

the cosmological constant to zero, they obtained, in the Newtonian approximation, a

new galactic metric and theoretically explored its gravitational properties. However,

the numerical values of the crucial parameter � (denoted by � = 2R2DM=�
2) or equiv-

alently the dark matter radius RDM, cannot be determined from the theory alone �

it has to be obtained either from the observed data or from some other model. It

is also expected that the values of RDM would di¤er from galaxy to galaxy. On the

other hand, to our knowledge, apart from the observed last scattering radii Rlast, the
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astrophysical literature still seems to lack concrete observed data on RDM for individ-

ual galaxies. Therefore, an appropriate numerical input for RDM is needed, which we

take from Weyl gravity, if we want to make quantitative predictions.

At this point, we recall a novel idea of Edery & Paranjape [16], where they bridged

two di¤erent metric theories by equating the same Einstein angle �E (caused by the

luminous + dark matter) with the Weyl angle �W (caused by the luminous matter

alone), and drew useful and testable conclusions using the identity �E = �W . Mo-

tivated exactly by this idea, we equate the same EiBI radius of dark matter RDM

(caused by dark matter source) with the geometric Weyl radius of the galactic halo

RWR (caused by the luminous matter alone). With the numerical input RDM = RWR,

we shall quantify the relevant central densities in the EiBI theory. We wish to clarify

that we are not talking here of merging or mapping the two theories into one another

per se but concentrating only on a particular common prediction. The theories are of

course di¤erent from each other �one with dark matter source and the other without,

not to mention di¤erences elsewhere. But both are metric theories capable of pre-

dicting for any given galactic sample with a dark matter/halo boundary arising out

of the same stability condition V
00
< 0 (as used, e.g., in the braneworld dark matter

[26]). Therefore, without any bias to either theories, we shall investigate if this input

leads to limits on dark matter central density �0 consistent with those estimated from

�ts to di¤erent known pro�les. We shall see that it does.

The radius RWR is to be understood as the geometric halo radius with its interior
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being �lled with Weyl vacuum 1. We stress that Weyl vacuum is not a vacuum in the

ordinary sense but an arena of interplay of several potential energies, predominantly

the global quadratic potential due to cosmic inhomogeneities [27]. Thus, our input

physically means that the total potential energy contained within the halo radius RWR

of Weyl gravity equals the total invisible dark matter energy contained within RDM of

EiBI gravity. The radius RDM is de�ned by the absence of dark matter density at the

halo boundary [22; 23], while RWR is de�ned by the absence of stable circular orbits

at the halo boundary [28]. Since stability is an essential physical criterion because

Doppler emissions from the halo emanate from stable circular orbits of hydrogen gas

[29], we think that RWR should be regarded as the only testable upper limit on the

radius of a galactic halo. Fortunately, observed last scattering data Rlast so far have

not surpassed the predicted limiting value RWR for all the galaxies studied to date,

thereby lending excellent observational support to the MO model prediction of RWR.

6.2 Outline of the EiBI halo model

EiBI theory is governed by the gravitational action SEiBI , given by [5; 22]

SEiBI =
1

16�

2

�

Z
d4x[

q
� j g�� + 8��R�� j � �

p
�g] + SM [g;	M ], (6.1)

with � 6= 0 is a dimensionless parameter, g�� is the physical metric, � is a parameter

with inverse dimension to that of the cosmological constant � and R�� is the sym-

1Note that we are using here the terminology RWR in lieu of Rmaxstable of Ref.[28] only to bring it
in line with the notation of the present analysis.
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metric part of the Ricci tensor and is derived from ���. The matter action SM is a

function of the matter �elds 	M and g�� . j g��+8��R�� j denotes the determinant of

g��+8��R�� . For small values of �R, the action (6:1) reproduces the Einstein-Hilbert

action with � = �� + 1, where � is the cosmological constant, while for large values

of �R, this action approximates to that of Eddington, viz., SEdd = 2�
R
d4x[

p
j R j.

For more details, see [30; 31].

Harko et al. [22; 23] deals with dark matter modeling assuming certain restrictive

conditions such as spherical symmetry and asymptotic �atness, the latter requiring

that � = 0 , � = 1. These assumptions of course limit the applicability of EiBI

theory but makes the problem at hand much simpler to handle. Therefore, the char-

acteristics of various cosmological and stellar scenarios that can be govern by that

action SEiBI , are determined by the remaining parameter �: For instance, the critical

mass (above which pressureless compact objects may collapse into a black hole) is

approximately equal to �1=2c2G3=2 and the maximum density that the matter inside

of a stable compact star can attain is nearly equal to c2=�. For a gravitationally

bound astrophysical objects of size R, � < GR2 [32]: Several constrain for � with a

three dimensional EiBI gravity is studied in [33].

There are two metrics in the EiBI theory, namely, the physical metric (g��) and

the auxiliary metric (q��) which are connected by the �eld equations [22]

q�� = g�� + 8��R�� , (6.2)

q�� = �(g�� + 8��T ��), (6.3)
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yield by varying the action (6:1) with respect to the connection ��� and with respect to

the real metric g�� , respectively. The auxiliary metric q�� is related to the connection

��� by

��� =
1

2
q��(@q�� + @�q� � @�q�);

and � is de�ned as � =
p
g=q. In vacuum where the stress-energy tensor T �� vanishes,

we have q�� = g�� (from Eq.(6:2)), i.e. EiBI theory is equivalent to standard general

relativity.

The line elements, corresponding to both the metrics, representing a static and

spherically symmetric dark matter halo is of the form [22]

g��dx
�dx� = �e�(r)dt2 + e�(r)dr2 + f(r)(d�2 + sin2 �d�2), (6.4)

q��dx
�dx� = �e�(r)dt2 + e�(r)dr2 + r2(d�2 + sin2 �d�2), (6.5)

respectively where �(r), �(r), f(r), �(r) and �(r) are arbitrary metric functions of

the radial coordinate r. The galactic halo is assumed to be �lled with perfect �uid

dark matter with energy-momentum tensor T �� = (p+ �)U�U � + pg�� where � is

the energy density, p is the isotropic pressure and U� is the four velocity of the �uid

satisfying g��U�U � = �1, then the system of gravitational �eld equations assent that

[22]

d

dr
(re��) = 1� 1

2�
(2 +

a

b3
� 3

ab
)r2, (6.6)

e��(1 + r
d�

dr
) = 1 +

1

2�
(
1

ab
+
a

b3
� 2)r2, (6.7)

e� =
e�b3

a
, e� = e�ab, f =

r2

ab
, (6.8)
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where a =
p
1 + 8��� and b =

p
1� 8��p.

Let us consider the tangential velocity pro�le provided by the Universal Rotation

Curve (URC) [24; 25]

v2tg = v21
(r=ropt)

2

r20 + (r=ropt)
2
, (6.9)

where ropt is the optical radius containing 83% of the galactic luminosity. The pa-

rameter r0 is the halo core radius in units of ropt and the asymptotic velocity(v1) is

given by v21 = v2opt(1���)(1+ r20) where vopt = vtg(ropt), �� = 0:72+0:44Log10[L=L�]

and L� = 1010:4L�. For spiral galaxies r0 = 1:5(L=L�)
1=5. If r ! 0, vtg ! 0 and

vtg ! v1 for r=ropt � r0. The expression of v2tg for a test particle in a stable circular

orbit is v2tg = r� 0=2 [22]. Therefore, the general static and spherically symmetric

metric of the dark matter halo takes the form

d� 2 = �e�0 [( r
ropt

)2 + r20]
v21dt2 + e�(r)dr2 + r2(d�2 + sin2 �d�2), (6.10)

where e�0 is an arbitrary constant of integration.

Let us consider that the motion of the massive test particles in EiBI gravity take

place in a pressureless cosmic medium i.e. 8��p � 1 and the density of the dark

matter is small i.e. 8��� � 1. Then, to a �rst order of the coupling constant �,

the di¤erential equation describing the dark matter pro�le in EiBI gravity can be

obtained as [22]

1

r2
d

dr
(r2

d�

dr
) +

2

�
� = 16���

0
r. (6.11)

To obtain an approximate solution of Eq.(6:11), we can neglect the non-linear
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term containing � i.e. 16���
0
r at the right hand side of it. Thus, Eq.(6:11) simpli�es

to [22]

1

r2
d

dr
(r2

d�(0)

dr
) +

2

�
�(0) = 0; (6.12)

which is the Lane-Emden equation for the polytropic index n = 1 [34, 35]. Thus with

the assumptions that 8��p� 1 and that the velocity of the test particles in circular

stable orbits around the galactic center is constant, a �rst order approximation of the

coupling constant � yield a dark matter density pro�le which satisfy the Lane-Emden

equation with a polytropic index n = 1.

A non-singular solution of the Eq.(6:12) at the center is given by [22]

�(0)(r) = K
Sin(

q
2
�
r)q

2
�
r

, (6.13)

where K is an arbitrary constant of integration. At the center of the galactic halo

�(0)(0) = �0, the central dark matter density. Therefore from Eq.(6:13), K = �0.

Assuming that the halo has a sharp boundary RDM , where the density vanishes i.e.

�(0)(RDM) = 0. Thus, from Eq.(6:13), we can obtain RDM =
p

�
2
�. The density

pro�le (6:13) exhibits an unphysical behavior of becoming negative for RDM < R <

2RDM , which is why one has to require a sharp halo boundary �(0)(R � RDM) = 0.

This quite speci�c behavior of the density pro�le di¤ers from those of Navarro-Frenk-

White (NFW) or Burkert density pro�les (that decay to zero only as r !1)[36].

The mass pro�le of the dark matter, M(r) = 4�
R r
0
�(0)(r)r2dr, is given by

M(�r) =
4R3DM�0
�2

[sin(�r)� �r cos(�r)], (6.14)
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where �r = �r=RDM .

Again, the q-metric coe¢ cient e� can be obtained as [22]

e�� = 1� 2M(r)
r

= 1� ��0
�r
[sin(�r)� �r cos(�r)]: (6.15)

and the g-metric coe¢ cients are given by

e�� = e��a = e��[1 +
��0
�r
sin(�r)]; (6.16)

f(�r) =
(R2DM=�

2)�r2p
1 + 8���

=
R2DM �r

2

�2
[1� ��0

�r
sin(�r)], (6.17)

where ��0 =
8R2DM�0

�
.

Therefore, with some speci�ed assumptions like (r=ropt)2 � r20 and 8��p� 1, the

dark matter pro�le (in an exact analytic form) with full galactic dark matter metric,

in both g and q geometries, can be obtained. Thus, the governing metric of the dark

matter halo became [22]

d� 2 = �B(r)dt2 + A(r)dr2 + r2C(r)(d�2 + sin2 �d�2); (6.18)

B(r) = e�0

"�
RDM
�ropt

�2
r2 + r20

#v21
;

A(r) =

�
RDM
�

�2
1h

1� �0
r
sin(r) + �0 cos(r)

i h
1� �0

r
sin(r)

i ;
C(r) =

�
RDM
�

�2 �
1� �0

r
sin(r)

�
:

Total mass of the dark matter halo contained in the spherical region of radius RDM

is (from Eq.(6:14))

MDM =M(RDM) =
p
2�2�3=2�0 =

4

�
�0R

3
DM . (6.19)
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The mean density of the dark matter halo is de�ned as

h�i = MDM

4�R3DM=3
=
3�0
�2
. (6.20)

Note that the surface area of a sphere at the boundary of dark matter halo de�ned

by �r = �, has the value S = 4�R
2
DM �r

2

�2
= 4�R2DM , which is just the spherical surface

area in "standard coordinates". Thus the dark matter radius RDM can be identi�ed

with standard coordinate halo radius RWR derived below. We shall need some of the

above equations in the sequel.

6.3 Outline of the Mannheim-O�Brien conformal

gravity model

The unique Weyl action is

SWeyl = ��g
Z
d4x
p
�g
�
C����C

����
�

= �2�g
Z
d4x
p
�g
�
R��R

�� � 1
3
(R��)

2

�
; (6.21)

where C���� is the Weyl tensor and �g is the dimensionless gravitational constant.

The metric ansatz in standard coordinates taken in [27] is

d� 2 = �B(r)dt2 + 1

B(r)
dr2 + r2(d�2 + sin2 �d�2). (6.22)

With this ansatz, the geodesic for a single test particle yields the tangential velocity

of material circular orbits at the arbitrary radius r = R as [37]

v2tg =
�
Rc2=2

�
B0; (6.23)
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where prime denotes derivative with respect to R.

In Weyl gravity, a given local gravitational source generates a gravitational poten-

tial per unit solar mass as follows (Eq.(8) of Ref. [37]): V �(r) = ���c2

r
+ �c2r

2
where

�� and � are constants. Integrating V � over the luminous matter distribution in

the Weyl gravity, Mannheim [37; 38] obtained to a good approximation the following

expression of the local contribution to the centripetal acceleration su¤ered by a test

particle in circular orbit at R > 4R0:

v2LOC
R

' N���c2

R2

�
1� 9R

2
0

2R2

�
+
N��c2

2

�
1� 3R

2
0

2R2
� 45R

4
0

8R4

�
: (6.24)

The meanings and values of the symbols above are as follows: R0 is the scale length

such that most of the surface brightness is contained in R � 4R0 of the optical disk

region. From the observed galactic mass-to-light ratio (M=L), one can de�ne the

total number of solar mass units N� in the galaxy via (M=L)L = Mlum = N�M�.

The values of the constants giving best �ts to rotation curves of all the 111 galaxy

samples in [37] are:

�� = GM�=c
2 = 1:48� 105 cm, � = 5:42� 10�41 cm�1,

0 = 3:06� 10�30 cm�1, k = 9:54� 10�54 cm�2. (6.25)

Adding to Eq.(6:24) two more components, Mannheim [37] proposed the complete
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expression

v2tg
R

=
v2LOC
R

+
0c

2

2
� kc2R

=
N���c2

R2

�
1� 9R

2
0

2R2

�
+
N��c2

2

�
1� 3R

2
0

2R2
� 45R

4
0

8R4

�
+
0c

2

2
� kc2R; (6.26)

with the asymptotic limit

v2tg
R
! N���c2

R2
+
N��c2

2
+
0c

2

2
� kc2R; (6.27)

where one recognizes the Schwarzschild-like potential V�� = N���c2=R, two linear

potential terms, viz., a local V� = N��c2R=2 associated with the matter distribu-

tion within a galaxy and a global V0 = 0c
2R=2 associated with the cosmological

background, while the universal de Sitter-like quadratic potential term Vk = �kc2R2

is induced by inhomogeneities in the cosmic background. Note that the last three

potentials are new inputs into the MO model [27] designed to interpret the rotation

curve data. It is evident from Eq.(6:26) that, in making the �ts, the only one parame-

ter that can vary from one galaxy to the other is the ratio (M=L) leading to a galaxy

dependent N�. The known HI gas mass is included in the �t. With everything else be-

ing universal, no dark matter is needed; the metric e¤ect is enough to account for the

observed rotation data. This is the so-called "no-dark-matter" paradigm underlying

the MO model.

For each galaxy with speci�c value of N� and other �xed constants as in (6:25),

v2tg of Eq.(6:26) gives a �nite value of R at the terminating velocity v2tg(Rterm) = 0.
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To illustrate various results derived here, we need to consider samples and so in the

following we choose the LSB galactic sample ESO 1200211. The plot in Figure 6:1

shows that the rotation curve v2tg decays to zero at a radial distance Rterm = 52:04

kpc [36], but this is still not the halo radius. The actual halo radius RWR will always

be less than the value of Rterm for reasons of stability, as worked out below.

Figure 6.1. Plot of v2tg vs R (cm) using Eq.(6.26) for ESO 1200211.

The luminous mass is Mlum = 5:6� 107M� so that N� = 5:6� 107.

The other constants are in (6.25) and R0 = 2 kpc [37]. One �nds

the velocity terminating radius Rterm = 52:04 kpc.
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Using Eq.(6:26) in Eq.(6:23) and integrating, we get

B(R) = 1� 2N
���

R
+ (N�� + 0)R� kR2 +

3R20N
��

2R
+
15R40N

�� � 24R20N���

8R3
: (6.28)

The metric function B(R) has a term proportional to k that corresponds to the so

called quadratic potential Vk(R) = �kc2R2 used in [27]. The radial geodesic in the

metric (6:22) is given by

�
dr

dt

�2
= B2(r)� a

B3(r)

r2
� bB3(r); (6.29)

where a and b are constants of motion. The right hand side of the above equation

is the "e¤ective potential" V , and V 00
MO � f(R) involves the derivatives of B(R)

containing that quadratic potential.

The presence of this quadratic component Vk via B(R) in the f(R) produces a

�nite RWR, as explained in Ref.[28]. The crucial importance of Vk is that if it is absent

in B(R), there would be no �nite terminating value for RWR. The main reason is the

negative sign in Vk needed for the data �t by MO. Because of this, it is quite evident

from the plot of V 00
MO (Figure 6:2) that the sample ESO 1200211 has a maximally

allowed �nite halo radius � 39.033 kpc. On the other hand, if Vk has a positive sign

(in which case no �t to data) or is altogether removed from B(R), hence from V 00
MO,

it can be graphically veri�ed that there will be no �nite stable radius RWR for the

halo. This shows the crucial role of Vk. Thus, it is the requirement of �tting to data

that indirectly limits the halo size to RWR. As to the physical reason, we see that
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the repulsive potential Vk balances the remaining attractive potentials at r = Rterm

[see Eq. (6:27)] but stability further demands that RWR < Rterm, as is evident from

Figures 6:1 & 6:2. Therefore, we can say that, at r = RWR, attractive potentials

prevail over the repulsive potential Vk constraining the gas on the circular orbit, as it

should.

The right hand side of Eq.(6:29) and its �rst derivative with respect to r, both

must vanish at the circular radius r = R giving

a =
R3B0(R)

2B2(R)
, b =

2B(R)�RB0(R)

2B2(R)
: (6.30)

The condition for stability is that the second derivative of the �e¤ective potential�

V with respect to r must be negative at the circular radius r = R. The resultant

expression with values of a, b plugged in leads to the generic stability criterion for

the MO model:

V 00
MO = 2B

02(R)�B(R)B00(R)� 3B(R)B0(R)=R < 0: (6.31)

This inequality graphically predicts a �nite, stable, maximum halo radius that we

call RWR caused solely by the quadratic potential Vk(R) = �kc2R2. Interestingly,

the predicted RWR lends itself to observational testing in the near future as its value

does not often much exceed the Rlast for many samples.

The above algorithm is applicable to all the 111 galaxy samples but for illustration,

we display V 00
MO vs R for the same sample ESO 1200211 in Figure 6:2. The value of N

�

can be found from N� =Mlum=�
�, where Mlum = [(M=L)stars �LB +MHI]� 1010M�.
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All necessary components can be read o¤ from the entries in the Table IV in [37].

The value of N� (= 5:60�107) together with other constants in (6:25), when plugged

into the inequality (6:31), immediately graphically yields R = RWR = 39:03 kpc [36],

which is less than Rterm calculated above.

Figure 6.2. Plot of V 00 vs R (cm) using Eq.(6.31). The crossing

shows the halo radius RWR = 39:03 kpc ( � 1:204� 1023 cm ),

which is the maximally allowed radius supporting stable circular

orbits in the halo of ESO 1200211, for which R0 = 2 kpc. The

plot is made for the radii R > 4R0:
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6.4 Upper limit on density for stability

To analyze the stability of circular orbits, one needs to analyze the second order

derivative of the concerned potential, which we wish to do here. To �nd the potential

V , note that the four velocity U� = dx�

d�
of a test particle of rest mass m0 moving in

the halo (restricting ourselves to � = �=2) follows the equation g��U �U� = �m2
0 that

can be cast into a Newtonian form in the dimensionless radial variable r (= �r=RDM)

as �
dr

d�

�2
= E2 + VEiBI(r); (6.32)

which gives, for the metric Eq.(6:18), the EiBI potential [36]

VEiBI(r) =

�
E2
�
1

AB
� 1
�
� L2

ACr2
� 1

A

�
; (6.33)

E =
U0
m0

; L =
U3
m0

; (6.34)

where the constants E and L, respectively, are the conserved relativistic energy and

angular momentum per unit mass of the test particle. Circular orbits at any arbitrary

radius are de�ned by r = R = constant, so that dr
d�
jr=R= 0 and, additionally,

dV
dr
jr=R= 0. From these two conditions follow the conserved quantities as under [36]:

L2 =
X

Z
; (6.35)

and using it in VEiBI(R) = �E2, we get

E2 =
Y

Z
; (6.36)
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where

X � ��2R3v21(R� �0 sinR)
2, (6.37)

Y �
�
�R

2
+ 2r20r

2
opt

� 
r20 +

�R
2

2r2opt

!v21 �
�0R cosR + �0 sinR� 2R

�
, (6.38)

Z �
n
�R

2 �
1� 2v21

�
+ 2r20r

2
opt

o
�0 sinR +

�
�R

2
+ 2r20r

2
opt

�
�0R cosR

�4Rr20r2opt � 2�R
3 �
1� v21

�
: (6.39)

Putting the expressions for L2 andE2 in Eq.(6:33), we �nd the complete expression

for VEiBI. The orbits will be stable if V 00
EiBI � d2V

dr2
jr=R< 0 and unstable if V 00

EiBI > 0.

The expression for V 00
EiBI is [36]
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It will be an exaggeration to straightforwardly draw any conclusion about stability

or otherwise of the circular orbits. Clearly, much will depend on the parameter
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ranges chosen on the basis of physical considerations. While other parameters can be

reasonably assigned, the as yet unknown parameters are the dark matter radius � (=

2R2DM=�
2) and the dimensionless central density �0 (= 8�0R

2
DM=�), again depending

only on �. In the �rst order approximation, the density distribution in the dark matter

has been assumed in [22] to be low such that 8�G��(0)=c4 � 1, but the central density

�0 could still be large since jsin(x)=xj � 1 (see Eq.(6:13)). The question therefore is

how large or small could it be, or turning it around, could there be any upper limit

on �0 imposed by the stability criterion?

The answer is in the a¢ rmative and can be found graphically. It can be found

that V 00 is indeed very sensitive to changes in �0 leading to di¤erent upper limits �
upper
0

for di¤erent galactic samples such that stable circular orbits are possible only when

�0 � �upper0 . The reason is that RDM changes from sample to sample, as it should, and

thereby leads to di¤erent (though not too di¤erent) values for � and �upper0 . Let us

again consider the previous sample ESO 1200211, a low surface brightness galaxy with

a halo/dark matter radius RWR � RDM = 39:03 kpc that corresponds to � = 308:74

kpc2. With � thus �xed, the other parameters can be �xed respecting the Newtonian

approximation, e.g., r0 = 0:61, v21 = 0:000001, ropt = 8 kpc, with the dimensionless

radius R (= �R=RDM) chosen in the range R 2 [0:5�; �] corresponding to coordinate

radii R 2 [19:52 kpc, 39:03 kpc], the dimensionless density parameter chosen in the

range �0 2 [0:25�; 0:8�] and plot V 00
EiBI vs R using the expression (6:40).

Graphical analysis shows that, while VEiBI is not much sensitive to the variation
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of the other parameters within the Newtonian approximation, it is greatly sensitive

to the variation of the remaining parameter �0. Figures 6:3 and 6:4 respectively show

that, for values of �0 > 0:94, there is instability in the entire or partial range of

the halo radii R, while Figure 6:5 indicates that there is an upper limit occurring at

�upper0 = 0:94 = �upper�, where �upper = 0:299, such that for �0 � �upper0 , all circular

orbits in the entire chosen radial range for R are stable [36]. It can be veri�ed that

this value of �upper surprisingly remains the same for values for � across the entire

range of 111 samples (some tabulated here), so �upper0 is quite a reliable limit.

Rewriting in terms of �0, we have [36]

�upper0 =
�upper0 �

8R2DM
=
�upper

4�
. (6.41)

This by itself is an interesting prediction of EiBI theory. However, if we want to

quantify �upper0 for a given galaxy, we need to use the value of RDM but since concrete

observed values are yet unavailable, we choose to use the input RDM = RWR. It

turns out that this choice, though not mandatory, works well giving de�nitive values

for �upper0 for all samples. Plugging in the values of �upper and �, we �nd that the

constraint �0 � �upper0 immediately translates into a generic constraint such that for

[36]

�0 � �upper0 , (6.42)

all circular orbits in the chosen range for R are stable. Thus, using the value of � as

above in Eq.(6:41), the sample ESO 1200211 quantitatively yields �upper0 = 5:04�1012

M�kpc�3. In general, as long as �0 of any galaxy obeys the stability induced constraint
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(6:42), the circular material orbits in the halo region will be stable up to a maximum

radius R = RWR.

Figure 6.3. Plot of V 00 vs �R 2 [0:5�; �] using Eq.(6.40) for ESO

1200211. The chosen parameters are : r0 = 0:61, v21 = 0:000001,

ropt = 8 kpc [= 2:47� 1022 cm]. Here �0 = 8:25� 1012M� kpc�3,

which corresponds to ��0 = 0:50�. The orbits are unstable in the

chosen entire region �R 2 [0:5�; �] because V 00 > 0 there.
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Figure 6.4. Plot of V 00 vs �R 2 [0:5�; �] using Eq.(6.40) for ESO

1200211. The chosen parameters are : r0 = 0:61, v21 = 0:000001,

ropt = 8 kpc. Here central density is further lowered to �0 = 5:61�

1012M� kpc�3, which corresponds to ��0 = 0:34�. The orbits are

unstable in some intermediate radii as V 00 > 0 is partially positive

and partially negative.
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Figure 6.5. Plot of V 00 vs �R 2 [0:5�; �] using Eq.(6.40) for ESO

1200211. The chosen parameters are : r0 = 0:61, v21 = 0:000001,

ropt = 8 kpc. Here central density is further lowered to �0 = 5:04�

1012M� kpc�3, which corresponds to ��
upper
0 = 0:94. The orbits are

stable in the entire chosen region for �R . The corresponding �0 is

the upper limit on central density �upper0 speci�c to the sample.
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6.5 Central and mean dark matter density

So far, the algorithm has been as follows: Take any galactic sample, �nd RWR

for that sample using the method of the previous section. Then, from the identity

RDM = RWR, �nd RDM (hence �) and using Eq.(6:41), �nd �
upper
0 . However, we still

do not know the values of �0 for all the samples observed to date and cannot ascertain

whether or not they satisfy the stability induced constraint �0 � �upper0 . On the other

hand, some notable dark matter simulations and pro�les for several samples show

values for �0 that do respect this constraint (Table II). This success then prompts us

to ask if there is any lower limit on �0 such that �
lower
0 � �0 � �upper0 holds.

Fortunately, there is a way to �nd the values of �lower0 , once we are able to estimate

the total mass of dark matter MDM using the observed mass-to-light ratios. Fitted

data are available for the luminous mass-to-light ratios (Mlum=LB) in solar units ��

(� M�
L�
):

Mlum

LB
= ��.

The luminous mass (Mlum) of a galaxy is contributed mostly by stars and gases

excluding dark matter. The stellar mass-to-light ratios  for 111 samples in [37] are

seen to lie between 0:2 and 8 (with just a couple of exceptions), which is consistent

with the upper bound of 10�� suggested by the population synthesis models [39].

On the other hand, there is no detectable dark matter associated with the galactic
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disk, most of the dark matter is distributed in the halo [40, 41]. So we can write

Mtot =Mlum +MDM; (6.43)

then

Mtot

LB
= ���;

where � must be larger than , if there is dark matter (observed mass-to-light ratios

are still uncertain). We can thus write, following Edery & Paranjape [16]:

Mlum

Mtot
=
1

�
; (6.44)

which gives � = � and � should be so chosen as to make � > . In general, one

takes � > 1 such that Mtot > Mlum thereby accommodating the presence of dark

matter.

Assuming that the halos must be substantially larger than the last measured point

Rlast, the dark to luminous mass within Rlast then gives an upper limit of baryon

fraction(fb) through fb <
Mlum
Mtot

and therefore fb <
�
1 + MDM

Mlum

��1
. For some galaxies,

fb < 0:08, as reported in de Blok and McGaugh [42]. Thus, using (6:44), we have

fb <
1
�
and fb < 0:08. Certainly, these inequalities do not constrain � in any way.

One of the in�nity of options to ensure that both hold simultaneously is to assume

that 1
�
= 0:08 ) � = 12:5. While � can be varied at will unless it is de�nitively

�xed by independent concrete observed data, we shall for the moment choose the

value � = 12:5 only to have an idea of the order of magnitudes of the estimated

densities, but we shall change � later. The current choice would imply � 2 [2:5; 100]
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corresponding to  2 [0:2; 8]. The values of � � 100 is enough to account for the

large dark matter content of LSB galaxies (i.e., large mass-to-light ratios Mtot
LB
) such

as DDO154. Currently favored Burkert density pro�le can provide an excellent mass

model for the dark halos around disk systems up to 100 times more massive than

small dwarf galaxies for which the pro�le was initially intended [43; 44].

The ratio Mlum=Mtot then gives the connection between MDM of EiBI theory and

the luminous mass Mlum of galaxies via Eq.(6:43):

MDM = (�� 1)Mlum. (6.45)

Using RWR � RDM, Eqs.(6:19) and (6:20) can be rewritten as [36]

�lower0 =
�(�� 1)Mlum

4R3WR
; h�ilower = 3�lower0

�2
. (6.46)

The superscript "lower" indicates that it is the lower limit of the dark matter central

density �0 because RWR is the maximum allowed halo radius (see Figure 6:2), where

V 00 < 0 gives stable radii R � RWR. Evidently, �lower0 is proportional to the as yet

unknown parameter �. We are free to raise the value of � arbitrarily, but then the

consequent larger values of � would lead to too large an amount of dark matter

comparable to that existing in galactic clusters.

To illustrate the order of magnitudes involved for �lower0 , hence for h�ilower, we

again consider the low mass LSB sample ESO 1200211 for which Mlum = 5:60� 107

M�,  = 0:2 and our method, mentioned earlier, yields RWR = 39:03 kpc, � = 308:74

kpc2, Rterm = 52:04 kpc. Using Eqs.(6:46), and allowing for a fairly large amount
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of dark matter over luminous matter corresponding to � = 12:5, we �nd �lower0 =

8:49 � 104 M�kpc�3 and h�ilower = 2:58 � 104 M�kpc�3. To compare these values

of density, we consider several dark matter density pro�les: (i) the Bose-Einstein [45]

condensate (�BEC0 ), (ii) Pseudo-Isothermal [46] pro�le (�PI0 ), (iii) the Navarro-Frenk-

White [47] pro�le (�NFWi ), (iv) Burkert [43] pro�le (�BP ), (see the next section for

the exact forms). They yield values as follows: (i) �BEC0 = 1:38 � 107 M�kpc�3, (ii)

�PI0 = 4:64 � 107 M�kpc�3 and (iii) �NFW0 = 2:45 � 106 M�kpc�3 for ESO 1200211

(see the entries in Table I of [45]). In the previous section, we already found for

the present sample the value �upper0 = 5:04 � 1012 M�kpc�3. We hence see that

�lower0 < �BEC, PI or NFW0 < �upper0 nicely holds. If we take � < 12:5, which should also

be quite acceptable for many samples, the values of �lower0 will only be further lowered

and of course the interval will be well supported.

If we increase � to an (unlikely) mammoth value, say � = 300 so that Mtot =

300Mlum implying � = 60 so that Mtot
LB

= 60�� in the considered sample, then �lower0 �

2:20 � 106 M�kpc�3, and we notice that the proposed limits are still not violated!

If we exclude NFW pro�le, then the values � can be increased even further. This

testi�es to the validity of Eqs.(6:46) as well as the limits.

6.6 Testing the limit on the Milky Way

As for our MilkyWay galaxy, the latest reported estimates are the following: Using

the gas terminal velocity curve, Sgr A� proper motion, an oblate bulge + Miyamoto-
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Nagai disc and NFWhalo, Ka�e et al. [48] estimated the luminous (disc + bulge) mass

to be Mlum � 1:04� 1011M�, so that N� = 1:04� 1011 and the virial mass inclusive

of dark matter Mvir = Mtot � 0:80 � 1012 M� so that � = Mtot=Mlum = 7:68. (We

have not considered the data/�t uncertainties). For alternative but not too di¤erent

values of Mtot, see [49� 55]. Using the scale length R0 = 4:9 kpc [48] and the above

N� in the inequality (6:31), we �nd that RWR = RDM = 111:90 kpc. With this value

of RWR, Eq.(6:41) then yields a value �
upper
0, MW = 6:14 � 1011 M�kpc�3 characteristic

of the Milky way, which does not exceed the maximum density (� 1012M�kpc�3)

proposed here.

The density pro�les considered here are of the forms:

�BP (r) =
�BP0 r30

(r + r0)(r2 + r20)
= �BP0

�
1� r

r0
+
r4

r40
+ :::

�
[43] (6.47)

�NFW (r) =
�NFW0

(r=rS)[1 + (r=rS)2]
= �NFW0

�
rS
r
� r

rS
+
r3

r3S
+ :::

�
[47] (6.48)

�PI (r) =
�PI0

1 + (r=rc)2
= �PI0

�
1� r2

r2c
+
r4

r4c
+ :::

�
[46] (6.49)

�BEC (r) = �BEC0

�
sin (�r)

�r

�
= �BEC0

�
1� �2r2

6
+
�4r4

120
+ :::

�
, [45] (6.50)

where �0 is the galactocentric density, �
NFW
0 is related to the density of the universe

at the moment the halo collapsed and r0, rS, rc are core, scale, characteristic radii

respectively, while � =
p
Gm3=}2a in which m is the mass of the dark matter particle

and a is the scattering length [45]. The �tted latest data on Milky Way dark matter

central density are �BP0 = 4:13�107 M�kpc�3 (Burkert pro�le) and �NFW0 = 1:40�107

M�kpc�3 (NFW pro�le) [56]. In both cases, we see that these �tted values are four
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orders of magnitude less than �upper0,MW, as desired. From Eq.(6:46), for � � 7:68, we

get �lower0,MW � 2:09 � 103 M�kpc�3 and h�ilower0;MW � 6:37 � 102 M�kpc�3. Once again,

we see that the densities satisfy �lower0 < �BP, NFW0 < �upper0 . A larger value of � does

not disallow the inequalities at either end.

Apart from the galactocentric density �0, the local (at R� = 8:5 kpc) dark matter

density �� provides a strong basis for the experimental endeavors for indirect detection

of the dark matter. Though there is broad consensus, di¤erent groups have come up

with somewhat di¤erent conclusions regarding the local density of dark matter. For

example, Kuijken and Gilmore [41] �nd a volume density near Earth �� ' 0:01

GeV/cm3 = 2:64�105 M�kpc�3. Other reported values are the following: Bahcall et

al. [57] �nd a best-�t value of �� = 0:34 GeV/cm3 = 8:96� 106 M�kpc�3, Caldwell

and Ostriker [58] �nd �� = 0:23 GeV/cm3 = 6:07 � 106 M�kpc�3, while Turner

[59] calculates �� = 0:3 � 0:6 GeV/cm3 = 7:92 � 106 � 1:58 � 107 M�kpc�3. For a

more comprehensive discussion on the distribution of dark matter, see [60]. The local

dark matter energy density, consistent with standard estimates, is �� = (0:3 � 0:1)

GeV/cm3 = 7:92 � 106 M�kpc�3 [61]. Bergstrom, Ullio and Buckley [62] �nd local

dark matter densities acceptable in a somewhat broad range 0:2�0:8 GeV/cm3. The

�tting with Burkert pro�le yields �BP� = 0:487 GeV/cm3 = 1:28� 107 M�kpc�3 and

�tting with NFW pro�le yields �NFW� = 0:471 GeV/cm3 = 1:24� 107 M�kpc�3 [56].

About systematic uncertainties in the determination of local density of dark matter,

see [63]. Overall, one could fairly say that �� _ 106 � 107 M�kpc�3.
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We use the above local values as a constraint to estimate the central density �BEC0

given in Eq.(6:50) that approaches a constant value �BEC0 as r ! 0 (so does the

EiBI pro�le �(0)(r) in Eq.(6:13) as the two are essentially of the same form). This

behavior is consistent with the currently favored core behavior at the galactic center,

as opposed to the NFW cusp. To estimate the values of �BEC0 for the Milky Way, we

constrain the BEC pro�le such that it coincides with the local value �BP� = 1:28�107

M�kpc�3 at R� = 8:5 kpc (boundary condition). This then yields a central density

�BEC0 = 1:29�107 M�kpc�3. This is quite an acceptable central density value for the

Milky Way. (We could as well use the same boundary condition using �NFW� , but it

does not lead to a much di¤erent value for �BEC0 ). Having determined the value of

�BEC0 , we compare it with the corresponding values from NFW and Burkert pro�les

using data from [56] and observe the following: (i) �BEC0 is quite comparable with �BP0

and �NFW0 , (ii) the NFW cusp and the PI, Burkert core behavior are evident from

Figure 6:6: (iii) Identifying the BEC constant � � �
RDM

, we see that the �BEC pro�le

shows a much slower monotonic decline from its central value �BEC0 , coasting along

almost �at all the way up to a �nite RDM (= 111:90 kpc, in the present case), where it

vanishes, (iv) adopted values from the Burkert pro�le has allowed us to predict �BEC0 ,

which is seen also to be included in the limiting interval, �lower0 < �BEC,BP,NFW0 < �upper0

for the Milky Way.
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Figure 6.6. Plot of �(r) vs r for three pro�les

for the Milky Way. The bottom one is for th

-e BEC pro�le(�BEC0 = 1:292 � 107M� kpc
�3,

� = �
RDM

= 0:028 kpc�1), the middle one is

due to Burkert pro�le (�BP0 = 4:13 � 107 M�

kpc�3, r0 = 9:26 kpc), the upper most curve

represents NFW pro�le(�NFW0 = 1:40 � 107

M� kpc
�3; rs = 16:1kpc): Data taken from

[56].
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Returning to the pro�les (6:49) and (6:50), it is remarkable that the PI and BEC

pro�les have the same behavior up to second order in r provided we identify rc =

p
6
�
but they begin to di¤er in the higher order coe¢ cients thereafter. Also, it is

known that the large majority of the high-resolution rotation curves prefer the PI

core-dominated halo model, which provide a better description of the data than the

cuspy (�NFW / r�1) NFW pro�le [64]. In this sense, the EiBI model could be a

competing candidate to PI model. It would be our future task to investigate where

these two models agree and where they disagree.

6.7 Discussion

The present chapter, based on a pivotal input fromWeyl gravity, viz., RDM = RWR

(motivated by [16]), o¤ers a new alternative analytical window, di¤erent from the

standard data-�t approaches, to look at the physical galactic parameters. Our present

discussion showed that how can we make a quantitative predictions about the limits

on central dark matter density �0. Many samples for which the values of �0 are

available are shown to satisfy the inequality �0 � �upper0 / R�2WR � 1012 M�kpc�3.

Only some samples are tabulated here.

Going a step further, we also calculated �lower0 / (��1)MlumR
�3
WR that depends on

a certain parameter � equal to the ratio of luminous to total (dark matter included)

mass of a galaxy. De�nitive estimates of such ratios are yet unavailable. Nevertheless,

it is shown that (Table II), for reasonably wider values of � (� 12:5) accounting for
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huge quantities of dark matter in individual samples, pro�le dependent values of �0

still fall inside the EiBI predicted interval �lower0 � �0 � �upper0 . These limits cover

a large class of galaxies and indicate an interesting facet of the EiBI theory. We

especially point out that the maximal value �upper0 / R�2WR � 1012 M�kpc�3 is purely

a stability induced constraint on all galaxies with dark matter, while (��1)MlumR
�3
WR

/ �lower0 � �0 is not, due to uncertainties in �. Thus, we would particularly advocate

a practical veri�cation of �upper0 (/ 1=�) rather than �lower0 . If veri�ed, it would

also mean that we have a clear-cut theoretical algorithm, applicable to all galactic

samples, that provides a de�nitive, falsi�able information on the radius RDM of dark

matter/halo � something that seems rather scarce in the astrophysical literature.

A special merit of the foregoing analyses is that the only information needed

to calculate the above limits are those of the �tted luminous Mlum values and the

measured total mass Mtot. Note that a small change in Mlum would lead to a large

change in RWR. For instance, there is an argument [44; 65] for an upper mass limit

indicated by the sudden decline of the visible baryonic mass function of disk galaxies

at Mmax
disc = 2 � 1011M�. Tentatively assuming that the luminous part of the Milky

Way mass Mlum is 2 � 1011M� instead of 1:04 � 1011M�, then the resultant RWR

would jump to 177:94 kpc from 111:90 kpc. Similarly, Rterm would jump to 238 kpc

from 150:17 kpc. Thus, for reliable values of RWR, the luminous mass data Mlum

should be as accurate as possible.

We have veri�ed that quantitative upper limit �upper0 � 1012 M�kpc�3 is respected
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by all the samples collected in [37], some of which are given in Table II. The reason

for such consistency is not accidental �it stemmed from the fact that the Weyl radius

RWR has a solid foundation: The rotation curve is a prediction of Weyl gravity MO

solution containing constants (0; 
�, k) that are universally applicable to all the

galaxies, LSB or HSB, and that the RWR is a straightforward result from V 00 < 0. In

fact, the reported data on Rlast for individual samples have so far been found to obey

Rlast < RWR. So we conjectured that this radius RWR just might be the dark matter

radius RDM speci�c to individual galaxies.

As we saw, the constraint �0 � �upper0 � 1012 M�kpc�3 is a necessary condition for

stability of circular orbits. Whether it is also a su¢ cient condition, that is, whether

there are no stable orbits in the halo if this constraint is violated, is a matter of

independent practical veri�cation. If su¢ ciency turns out to be true, then we might

expect to observe galaxies with no information on dark matter due to lack of stable

circular orbits. It may be noted that our �upper0 � 6:14�1011 M�kpc�3 for Milky Way

is remarkably consistent with the local upper limit on the dark matter density in the

solar system, �upper� � 2:94 � 1012 M�kpc�3, found by completely di¤erent methods

and ideas [66].

There are limitations with almost all well known density pro�les in the sense that

they �t the data so well in one sector, but fail in the other. For instance, it has

been argued [67] that the NFW pro�le does not always follow from the gas rotation

curves of large samples. For a constant velocity anisotropy, the PI pro�le is ruled out,
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while a truncated �at (TF) model [68] and NFW model are consistent with the data.

Incidentally, it might be noted that the TF model expands up to r2 like both in the

PI and BEC pro�les, and further, like the MO model, TF is described solely by two

parameters, mass and the scale length. Nesti and Salucci [56] argue that NFW and/or

PI halos are not supported by present day observations in external galaxies due to

recent improvement of simulation techniques. URC pro�le for velocity distribution

seems to �t the data incredibly well up to � 30 kpc [24]. The present model based

on EiBI Eq.(6:13), which is akin to the quantum BEC model, is probably no better

or worse than the others. Nevertheless, the foregoing study hopefully provides some

new de�nitive information in an analytic way using a metric solution (6:18) of EiBI

theory.
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Table I

Galaxy RWR Rterm � h�ilower  � = �
� = 12:5 (kpc) (kpc) (kpc)2 (M�kpc

�3)

ESO1870510 39:66 52:96 318:83 2:45 � 104 1:62 20:25

ESO3020120 44:77 60:15 406:11 1:71 � 104 1:07 13:37

ESO3050090 39:45 52:65 315:37 2:49 � 104 0:32 04:00

ESO4880490 42:25 56:62 361:70 2:03 � 104 3:07 38:37

U04115 39:02 52:03 308:53 2:58 � 104 0:97 12:12

U11557 41:75 55:91 353:21 2:11 � 104 0:20 02:50

U11748 106:18 142:57 2284:84 1:28 � 103 0:40 05:00

U11819 72:80 98:08 1073:95 3:97 � 103 2:24 28:00

U11583 39:08 52:11 309:47 2:57 � 104 0:70 08:75

F568-3 50:10 67:53 508:76 1:22 � 104 4:2 52:50

F583-1 41:50 55:57 349:11 2:14 � 104 1:6 20:00
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Table II

(All densities are in units of M�kpc�3)

Galaxy �lower0 �BEC0 �PI0 �NFW0 �upper0

� = 12:5

ESO 8:08 � 104 3:29 � 107 5:48 � 107 7:61 � 105 4:88 � 1012
1870510

ESO 5:63 � 104 2:29 � 107 5:98 � 107 2:65 � 106 3:83 � 1012
3020120

ESO 8:22 � 104 2:17 � 107 2:76 � 107 3:28 � 107 4:93 � 1012
3050090

ESO 6:69 � 104 5:49 � 107 1:03 � 108 1:42 � 106 4:30 � 1012
4880490

U04115 8:49 � 104 1:43 � 108 1:51 � 108 1:39 � 105 5:04 � 1012

U11557 6:94 � 104 4:69 � 109 1:57 � 107 1:08 � 104 4:41 � 1012

U11748 4:21 � 103 4:20 � 108 1:67 � 109 2:04 � 108 6:81 � 1011

U11819 1:30 � 103 5:39 � 107 8:69 � 107 1:19 � 106 1:45 � 1012

U11583 8:45 � 104 9:53 � 107 1:19 � 108 1:36 � 105 5:03 � 1012

F568-3 4:01 � 104 2:48 � 107 3:61 � 107 3:78 � 105 3:06 � 1012

F583-1 7:05 � 104 1:90 � 107 3:17 � 107 3:45 � 105 4:46 � 1012
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